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3-MANIFOLDS THAT ARE SUMS OF SOLID TORI
AND SEIFERT FIBER SPACES

WOLFGANG HEIL1

Abstract. It is shown that a simply connected 3-manifoId is S3

if it is a sum of a Seifert fiber space and solid tori. Let F be an

orientable Seifert fiber space with a disk as orbit surface. It is shown

that a sum of F and a solid torus is a Seifert fiber space or a

connected sum of lens spaces.

Let M be a closed 3-manifoId which is a union of three solid tori.

It is shown that M is a Seifert fiber space or the connected sum of

two lens spaces (including S'xS2).

Let M be a sum of a Seifert fiber space and solid tori. It is shown

(Theorem 1) that if M is simply connected, then M is S3. This generalizes

Hempel's result in [4]. Let F be a Seifert fiber space with orbit surface a

disk. A particular example is the complement (of a regular neighborhood

in S3) of a torus knot. The structure of all 3 manifolds N that are a sum

of F and a solid torus is described (Theorem 3). Also the structure of all

3-manifolds that are a union of three solid tori (such that the intersection

of any two is an annulus) is described (Theorem 4). In particular a

question of A. C. Connor [3] is answered in the affirmative, that any such

3-manifold is S3 if it is simply connected.

1. We work throughout in the piecewise linear category. A sum of a

3-manifold F and solid tori Vt, • • • , Vn is the manifold obtained from F

and Vx, ■ • ■ , Vn by identifying components T¿ of dF with dVt under homeo-

morphisms fi'.dVj-*T¿ (/'=1, •••,«). The connected sum Mx#M2 of two

3-manifolds is the manifold obtained by removing 3-balls in int(Mx) and

int(M2), and identifying the resulting 2-sphere boundaries under an

orientation reversing homeomorphism. For a definition and classification

of Seifert fiber spaces, see [5] and [6]. If Fis a Seifert fiber space there is a

map P of F onto its orbit surface/ (Zerlegungsfläche). The image of an

exceptional fiber is an exceptional point on/
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2. Simply connected 3-manifolds. Let m, be a meridian curve on dV{

(m¿~0 in Vi but m^O on dVf).

Lemma 1. Suppose M is a sum of a Seifert fiber space F and solid tori V{

(/=1, • • ■ , r; r = 2). IffAfiix) andf2(m2) are homologous (on dVx and dV2

respectively) to a fiber, then M contains a nonseparating 2-sphere.

Proof. We can assume that/i(mf) is a fiber, /= 1, 2. Let £ be the pro-

jection of £ onto the orbit surface / (Zerlegungsfläche). Choose a (non-

separating) arc c on /which does not meet exceptional points and which

joins Pfx(mx) and Pf2(m2). Then P~1(c) is an annulus A with boundary

fx(mx) and f2(m2) which bound disks Dx and D2 in Cl(Af—£). Thus

Dx VA u£2 is a nonseparating 2-sphere.

Lemma 2. Suppose M is a simply connected manifold which is a sum of a

Seifert fiber space F and a solid torus V such that f (m)^"fiber (on dF) then F

is a solid torus (and without exceptional fibers).

Proof. Clearly 3£=3Kand £is orientable. We obtain a presentation

for ttx(F) as follows (see [7]). Let Dx, ■ ■ ■ , Dr be disjoint disks in the orbit

surface/ such that Z>, contains the /"th exceptional fiber in its interior and

such that £>, n£is an arc in df(i=l. • • • , r). Then £'=£-1(Cl(/-|J Df))
is a fiberbundle with fiber S1. Therefore 7r1(£') = {x1, ■ • • ,xk, h:xf1hxi=

hCi, £¿=±1} where k=2g if/is orientable of genus g and k=g iff is non-

orientable of genus g. Now Vj=P~1(D¡) is a solid torus, the image of

TTx(F'r\VJ) in ttx(F') is {//} and the image in ttx(V}) has index p¡, where

1/^,1—2 (the order of the /'th exceptional fiber). Therefore

ttx(F) = {xx, ■ • • , xk,y\, ■ ■■ ,yT, If.x^hXi = //% j* = //}.

ttx(M) is obtained from ttx(F) by adding the relation //=1, and is a free

product of k+r nontrivial cyclic factors. Therefore 7r1(M)=l implies

that k=r=0, which means that the orbit surface / is a disk without

exceptional points and F=P~1(f) is a fibered solid torus without excep-

tional fibers.

Theorem 1. A simply connected 3-manifold is S3 if it is a sum of a

Seifert fiber space F and solid tori.

Proof. Since dF has no 2-sphere components and since 7r1(M)=l,

it follows that M is closed. Therefore dF consists of tori £¿ which are to be

identified with the boundary of solid tori V( (/"= 1, - • • , n). Let mt be a

meridian curve on dVt. If, for each /'= 1, • • • , n,ffmf) is not homologous

to a fiber on £i; then the fibering on Tt can be extended to a fibering on Vt.

Then M is a Seifert fiber space. By [5, Satz 11], M is S3. If/(w¿) is homo-

logous to a fiber for at least two /', then M cannot be simply connected by
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Lemma 1. Therefore assume/1(/K1)'~fiber, but/i(mi)'-^fiber for i=2, • • • ,

n. Let M' be the sum of Fand the solid tori V¡ (i=2, • ■ • , n). Then M' is a

Seifert fiber space and therefore a solid torus by Lemma 2. (In fact the

proof of Lemma 2 shows that F is already a solid torus.) It follows that

M= M'vjVx is S3.

Corollary [4]. A simply connected 3-manifold is S3 if it is a sum of a

solid torus and the complement of a torus knot.

Corollary 1. A simply connected 3-manifold is S3 if it is a sum of solid

tori and the complement of à link in S3 whose group has nontrivial center.

Proof. It follows from [7] that the complement of such a link is a

Seifert fiber space. For a classification of these links see [1].

Theorem 2. A simply connected 3-manifold is S3 if it is a union of three

solid tori (such that the intersection of any two of them is an annulus).

Proof. Let M= Vx u V2 u V3, a sum of three solid tori and let Vt n Vt=

Atí (/',/= 1, 2, 3, iftf) an annulus. Let a be a component of Ax2C\A13(^A23

and let m¡ on dVt he a meridian of V{ (/'= 1, 2, 3).

If aH-^mx and a^m2 on dVx and dV2, respectively, we can fiber Vx and

V2 (in the sense of Seifert) such that a is a (ordinary) fiber. Then N= Vx U

V2 is a Seifert fiber space and M is a sum of N and the solid torus V3. By

Theorem 1, if M is simply connected, then M is S3. The same argument

applies if a-^mx, a^m3 and if a^m2, a^m3.

Therefore we can assume that a^nix on 3F, and a~/w2 on dV2. But

then TTxiN)=Z * Z and ttx(M) is obtained from ttx(N) by adding one

relation (which describes the curve on dN that is identified with a meridian

m3 on dV3). Therefore 7r1(A/) cannot be trivial, a contradiction.

3. Sums of some Seifert fiber spaces and solid tori. A lens space is a

sum of two solid tori different from Sx x S-. We say a lens space is non-

trivial if it is not S3.

Lemma 3. Let F be an orientable Seifert fiber space with r^. 1 exceptional

fibers. Suppose the orbit surface is a disk. Let A be an annulus on dF con-

sisting of fibers. If M is the manifold obtained from F by adding a 2-handle

along A, then M is the connected sum of r nontrivial lens spaces minus an

open 3-ball.

Proof. If r= 1 then Fis a solid torus and the theorem follows from the

classification of Heegaard splittings of genus 1. Suppose the theorem is true

for r—n — 1 and suppose F has n exceptional fibers. Decompose the orbit

surface/into two disks d, d' such that int(rf) and int(cP) contain one and

n — 1 exceptional points respectively, and dC\d' is an arc c with cC\df=dc
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consisting of two points hx, h2 such that hx e int(P(A)), h2$P(A), hlt h2

separate 3/into two arcs /, /' such that dd=l\Jc, dd'=Y Uc. Let a=P(A) n

d, a'=P(A)nd'. Let V=P~1d, F^P^d'. The 2-handle £ in M is de-
composed into two 3-balls Bx, B2 where the annuh £_1a on Bx and £_1c' on

B2 constitute the annulus A on B and BXC\B2=D, a disk with dD=

£-1(Ai)- Let Mx=V(JBx, M2=F'uB2. Clearly the hypothesis of the

theorem applies to Mx, M2; therefore Mx is a lens space minus an open

3-ball and M2 is the connected sum of n—l lens spaces minus an open

3-ball. But M=Mx<JM2, M1nM2=3A/1n3Af2=(£-:lc)u£', a disk. It

follows that M is the disk sum of Afx and M2 and hence that M is Mj #M2

minus an open 3-ball.

Theorem 3. Let F be an orientable Seifert fiber space with r_T excep-

tional fibers and a disk as orbit surface. If M is a sum of F and a solid

torus V, then M is a Seifert fiber space (with r or r+l exceptional fibers

and a 2-sphere as orbit surface) or the connected sum of r (nontrivial) lens

spaces.

Proof. If the fibering of £ cannot be extended to a fibering of M then

a fiber h in dM is a meridian of V and therefore the theorem follows from

Lemma 3.

Corollary 2. If F is the complement (of a regular neighborhood in S3)

of a torus knot and if M is a sum of F and a solid torus V, then M is a Seifert

fiber space (with at most three exceptional fibers and a 2-sphere as orbit

surface) or the connected sum of two (nontrivial) lens spaces.

Thus in particular any such manifold is in the "Poincaré category" (i.e.

every embedded homotopy 3-cell is a 3-ceIl).

4. Sums of solid tori.   We now generalize Theorem 2 as follows :

Theorem 4. Let M be a closed 3-manifold which is a union of three

solid tori (such that the intersection of any two of them is an annulus). Then

M is either a Seifert fiber space (with orbit surface a 2-sphere and at most

three exceptional fibers), or the connected sum of two (nontrivial) lens spaces,

or the connected sum of a lens space and S1 X S2 or (S1 X S2) # (S1 x S2).

Proof. Refer to the proof of Theorem 2, M= Vx u V2 U Vz. If N=

Vx U V2 is a Seifert fiber space the result follows from Theorem 3. Similarly

if V2 U V3 or Vx U V3 are Seifert fiber spaces.

If a~mx on dVx and a~m2 on dV2 then it is not hard to see that N=

Vx U V2 is the connected sum of a solid torus and S1 x S2. Therefore M is

the connected sum of a lens space and S1 x S2 or (S1 x S2) # (S1 x S2).
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5. Unions of two solid tori. Consider the union of two solid tori

Vx, V2 along an annulus A (which is not meridional on Vi and V2). Fibering

Vx and V2 such that o A is a fiber, we obtain a Seifert fiber space N with

invariants a,, p\; a2, ß2 (a¿5:2, 0<ßi<<x.i) and fundamental group G=

{tx, t2:tlx=tl'í}. If N' is another such space with invariants a,, ßi; a2, /?2

then it follows from [6] that N is not homeomorphic to N' if ß^ßi- There-

fore (for ax>3) this construction gives us 3-manifolds with boundary a

torus which are not homeomorphic but which have the same fundamental

group G, the group of a torus knot. Such manifolds have also been ob-

tained by H. Zieschang [8] by considering certain Heegaard splittings of

genus 2.

I thank the referee for suggesting the following theorem.

Theorem 5.    Let M be a union of two solid tori along an annulus. M is

the complement iofa regular neighborhood in S3) of a torus knot including

the unknot) if and only if M can be embedded in a simply connected 3-mani-

fold N.

Proof. We may assume that M is not a solid torus. Therefore

TTxidM)-*ttxÍM) is an injection. Let V=CliN-M). If 77,(3V)-htx(V) is an

injection then A/= V\JM would not be simply connected. But if 7r1(3F)->

TTxiV) is not an injection then V is a fake solid torus, i.e. V is obtained by

identifying a pair of disjoint disks in the boundary of a homotopy 3-ball.

For by Dehn's lemma and the Loop theorem there is a disk D in V such

that dD=dVC\D is not contractible on dV. Cutting V along D we obtain

a submanifchd of N with boundary a 2-sphere, which is a homotopy 3-

ball. Let m=dD. This is a simple closed curve on dM and rrxiM) becomes

trivial by adding a 2-handle along an annular neighborhood of m on dM.

Filling in the resulting 2-sphere with a 3-ball we obtain a simply connected

3-manifold which is a sum of M and a solid torus. By Theorem 2, M is the

complement of a regular neighborhood of a knot in S3. Since 7r1(Air) has

a nontrivial center, it is a torus knot [2].

Added in proof. A detailed version of Corollary 2 of this paper has

been obtained by L. Moser [9].
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